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This account

Those present were: Graeme Evans, Merilyn Evans, Jean Geue, Cathy Hughes,
Keith Hyde, Robert Langdon, Sandy Lolicato, Pam Macdonald, Professor Lew
Mander, Kim McKenzie, Roger Nicoll, S Nicoll, Peter Ormay and Bill White.

Friends of the Aranda Bushland Inc (FoAB) is a volunteer Park Care group in the
Australian Capital Territory. This account covers FoAB’s history over the period from
the group’s formation in 1990 through 1997. It has been compiled by Colin
Macdonald from documents and photos in FoAB’s archive, FoAB’s first minute book,
and recollections by Pam Macdonald, Colin Macdonald, Peter Ormay and Judy Kelly,
all of whom were active members of the group during the period.

Formation of Friends of the Aranda Bushland
In the winter of 1990 cattle were pastured for some weeks on a block of dry
schlerophyll forest a little to the south of the Canberra suburb of Aranda. The block
was bounded on the west by Bindubi Street, on the south by Finnerans Road (now
signposted as Old Weetangera Road), and on the east and north by the Aranda
Bushland Nature Reserve. It is designated ‘Private Property’ on the map on page 3.
The block was leasehold land and the lessee was within his rights in grazing stock on
it, but it was unusual for him to do so—livestock had seldom been on the block since
the construction of the first Aranda houses late in the 1960s.
As the block was close to Aranda houses and the lessee was happy for responsible
people to enter it, Aranda residents often walked there. Many had come to have a
high regard for the block’s conservation values and saw them as having been
degraded by the grazing that had occurred.

1990-09-22

In this context Merilyn Evans sought to form a group of interested residents to work
specifically for the block’s protection, and more generally for the benefit of other
nearby bushland. She distributed the notice above in Aranda letterboxes, and the
agenda for the meeting is shown on the right. At the meeting, which was held as
scheduled on 22 September 1990, it was resolved to form an organisation known as
Friends of the Aranda Bushland.

1990-09-22
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Other Park Care groups around 1990
This leaflet shows that Park Care in the ACT was in its infancy when FoAB was
formed, but about ten other Park Care or Friends groups were already established.
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Pre-1992 boundaries of the Aranda Bushland

baseline environmental data should be collected so that any future environmental
impact of horses on the land could be measured and evaluated in a scientific way.

The map on the right shows the boundaries of the Aranda Bushland as they were
when FoAB was formed in 1990.

The appeal was dismissed, the Tribunal having had regard to a number of factors
including the fact that a draft Plan of Management for CNP was before the ACT’s
Legislative Assembly. The campaign for equestrian access then subsided.

An area bounded on the west by Bindubi Street, on the south by Finnerans Road, and
on the east and north by the Aranda Bushland nature reserve was removed from
leasehold and added to the Aranda Bushland in January 1992. The then ACT Parks
and Conservation Service (PCS) may have been working towards eventual addition of
this western block to the Aranda Bushland even before FoAB was formed. Lobbying
by FoAB no doubt hastened the change.
The pamphlet boxes shown on the map received attention from vandals, and after a
time PCS removed them.

Horses in the Bushland
The map shows part of a horse trail which provided a safer route between the Cook
horse paddocks west of Bindubi Street and an equestrian facility which once existed
where there are now playing fields near Aranda Primary School. There were
cavaletti1 where the horse trail shown on the map entered the Bushland from Bindubi
Street, and again where it left the Bushland to follow a corridor of open space to the
equestrian facility. The cavaletti had been installed before the Bushland began to be
managed as a nature reserve in the 1970s.
As part of a fence rationalisation program following the addition of the western
section to the Aranda Bushland, PCS removed both of the cavaletti in mid 1993
without consulting equestrians. Some equestrians were aggrieved, and they
complained that they had been unjustly denied equestrian access to the Bushland.
A vigorous and protracted campaign to give equestrians access to the Aranda
Bushland and some other units of Canberra Nature Park (CNP) followed, and FoAB
members devoted much effort over a period of years to lobbying politicians and to
publicly advocating that equestrian access to CNP be denied. The campaign for
access was led by Ms Christine Grishin with active support from the ACT Equestrian
Association. It culminated in an appeal by Ms Grishin, supported by counsel, to the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal in 1998. The appeal was opposed by the ACT
Conservator of Fauna and Flora (then Dr Colin Adrian) joined with CCSERAC and
FoAB. The Tribunal found Mr Frank Ingwersen (then a Senior Plant Ecologist in the
Wildlife Research and Monitoring Unit of Environment ACT) to be a most persuasive
witness. He had argued that before horses were allowed to re-enter Aranda Bushland
1 The

cavaletti contained a series of logs suspended about 30 cm above the ground and spaced about 1 m apart. Horses and pedestrians could step over them, but they were an effective barrier to motor vehicles.
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Early FoAB activities

1990-10-06

Once FoAB had been created, Merilyn Evans set about organising activities for its
members. The walk in the notice above was scheduled for 6 October 1990, fifteen
days after the inaugural meeting.
In the early 1990s techniques for electronic communication like SMS, Twitter and
Facebook were still in the future. Email may have been available but it did not have
the widespread acceptance that it has now.
Merilyn hand-delivered the notice above, and many like it that followed, to members’
letterboxes. In addition, copies were delivered to Aranda Primary School and this led
to enhanced interest in and awareness of the Bushland by the school community, with
at least two parents of pupils at the school becoming active members of FoAB. On
12 November 1992 a teacher and 20–30 pupils from the school visited the Bushland
and participated in a weeding session. Merilyn led the session and gave an
introductory talk to the children.

1990-12-08
1990-10-27

The scheduled training sessions above had to be postponed because rangers were
fighting bushfires. A consequence was that the working bee was postponed too,
because none of the members had as yet been trained.

By ‘the area of his lease which is integral with the Bushland’ Merilyn meant the
leased land between the then existing Aranda Bushland and Bindubi Street—the block
which was added to the Bushland about fifteen months later, in 1992 (see page 3).
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1990-12-25

1990-10-25

Lobbying

The ITPA was the Interim Territory Planning Authority which bridged the gap
between the National Capital Development Commission (NCDC) and the National
Capital Authority (NCA).

The newly formed FoAB immediately began to make its views on a number of issues
known to decision makers. Just one early example from among many such
submissions is presented here.
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The tool kit

1991-04-13
1991-06-22

The tool kit was looked after by a designated member of the group who took it to
each weeding session. The kit comprised a custom-made black-painted plywood
chest whose contents included
• about half a dozen Wolf brand anvil loppers,
• several pairs of secateurs,
• one or two small bow saws,
• a couple of pruning saws,
• a couple of small mattock-like implements (probably designed for setting rabbit
traps, but used by FoAB members for weeding only!),
• and a lightweight axe of unusual design.
In addition PCS gave the group several sets of white cotton overalls, gloves, safety
goggles, a plastic basin to hold water for washing, several towels and a first aid kit.
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1991-07-13

1991-07-13

Peter Ormay, Pam Macdonald, Merilyn Evans, Sue Webb, Robert Langdon,
Danny Ormay, Sally Mander, Lowie Ormay.

Removing pampas grass and other weeds from a recently burnt area beside
Caswell Drive on 13 July 1991.
Scan of a 10x15 cm print. Photo: Jean Geue.
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Winching pampas grass
The Northside Chronicle of 11 September 1991 carried an article entitled ‘Bush
friends in weed war’ which helped to publicise FoAB’s activities.
The photo was taken while Merilyn Evans and Pam and Colin Macdonald were
weeding near Wargi Place on 22 August 1991.

1991-09-11
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1991-10-19

1991-10-19

Spotlight walk in Aranda Bushland led by Peter Ormay.

35 mm negative, Fuji HG200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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1992-04-04

1992-04-04

Bob Zeven, Graeme Simpson (ranger). Finnerans Road.

35 mm negative, Fuji HG200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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1992-04-25

On 25 April 1992 Tony Brownlie (manager, Canberra Nature Park) joined a group of
eleven FoAB members in removing woody weeds (chiefly hawthorn and briar) from
near Finnerans Road in the south of the Bushland.

Above: Graeme Evans, Tony Brownlie.
35 mm negative, Fuji HG200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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1992-04-25

On 25 April 1992 Tony Brownlie (manager, Canberra Nature Park) joined a group of
eleven FoAB members in removing woody weeds (chiefly hawthorn and briar) from
near Finnerans Road in the south of the Bushland.

Above: Jean Geue.
35 mm negative, Fuji HG200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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1992-04-25

On 25 April 1992 Tony Brownlie (manager, Canberra Nature Park) joined a group of
eleven FoAB members in removing woody weeds (chiefly hawthorn and briar) from
near Finnerans Road in the south of the Bushland.

Above: Colin Macdonald, Tony Brownlie.
35 mm negative, Fuji HG200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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1992-10-05

1992-10-05

Edwina Barton, Colin Macdonald, Jeff Young (ranger), Ben Murphy, Graeme Evans,
Merilyn Evans, interested passer-by, Titus.
Under the powerline, near the pine plantation, Aranda Bushland.

The above notice shows that in October 1992 Merilyn was already working towards a
photographic record of the Aranda flora.
35 mm negative, Fuji HG200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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1992-10-31

This photo, taken on 31 October 1992, shows some of the damage from a tornado the
previous day. The tornado crossed Bindubi Street from Cook and petered out a little
south of the pine plantation. It caused tree damage along a narrow corridor in the

Bushland. This photo was taken near the pine plantation where two mature pines
were uprooted.
35 mm negative, Fuji HG200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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St John’s wort
St John’s wort did not become a major problem in Canberra until the early 1990s.
The weeding sessions referred to at right were carried out in 1993 by members of
FoAB and Friends of Mount Painter with support from PCS, and the weeds attacked
were in the narrow west-facing paddock immediately south of the houses in
Wybalena Grove. A large amount of St John’s wort was pulled, and was taken away
by PCS for disposal.
A photo from a St John’s wort weeding session at the Snow Gums on 18 August 1996
follows.

1993-02-27
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1996-08-18

Wyn Newbigin.
Preparing to pull St John’s wort at the Snow Gums on 18 August 1996.

35 mm negative, Fuji 200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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The hawthorn patch
When FoAB was formed the most abundant woody weed in the Bushland was
hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), an exotic small tree with trunk diameter to about
20 cm (usually much less), and height to about 5 m. Birds contribute to the plant’s
dispersal by eating its abundant red berries. The wood is not difficult to cut, but the
younger branches bear sharp spines which demand respect. Spraying the freshly cut
stump with glyphosate-based herbicide is highly effective in killing the tree.
Isolated hawthorn plants were scattered throughout the Bushland but they were more
abundant along the (normally dry) watercourses. A particularly large and almost
impenetrable thicket of hawthorn about 200 m long was located where a watercourse
that rises to the west of Bindubi Street cuts across the south western corner of the
Bushland. The watercourse is here close to the Deakin Fault, and much of the
hawthorn would have been on the more fertile soils derived from the Mount Painter
Volcanics which lie to the west of the fault. The thicket was often referred to as ‘the
hawthorn patch’.
In 1991 or 1992 ACT Parks and Conservation Service (PCS) engaged a contractor to
spray the hawthorn patch with herbicide, but only plants on the periphery were killed
and most of the plants in the patch were unaffected.
In November 1992 FoAB members saw that hawthorn was in flower, and on
7 November they commenced an onslaught on the hawthorn patch with the aim of
reducing the quantity of seed that would be generated. A concentrated effort by many
members over numerous weeding sessions followed. Hand tools were used almost
exclusively as the Park Carers were not permitted to use chainsaws, and rangers were
seldom able to attend. An antique two-person crosscut hand saw was pressed into
service for some of the larger trees. By the end of December 1992 most of trees in the
patch had been felled.
On 11 September 1995 PCS combined a prescribed hazard-reduction burn of the
western edge of the Bushland with an attempt to burn the piles of cut hawthorn which
remained, but the hawthorn proved unexpectedly difficult to ignite and a substantial
amount remained unburnt. In June 1996 PCS used front-end loaders to transfer the
residue to trucks for disposal.
Weeding in the south west corner of the Bushland has continued sporadically since
1992. Targets have included: a large infestation of honeysuckle that had been inside
the hawthorn patch, isolated hawthorn trees that were outside the patch, hawthorn
seedlings that have grown up since 1992, and major infestations of phalaris, thistles
and patersons curse. As photos that follow show, rehabilitation of the area has been
very successful.

The south western corner of the Aranda Bushland as shown in a satellite image from
Google Earth, dated 2 April 2007. On this has been superimposed a yellow area
which was classified as ‘Walk’ on the Black Mountain–Aranda Hill orienteering map
published by the ACT Orienteering Association in April 1990. It corresponds well
with where the hawthorn patch used to be.
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1945-03-12

An aerial photo of the southern part of the land that was to become the Aranda
Bushland, taken on 12 March 1945. The area that was later occupied by the hawthorn
patch appears to be grassy with a scatter of large eucalypts. If the pine plantation
existed at the time of the photo the trees are not conspicuous, and the plantation could

have been only recently established. Many of the trees in the photo appear to be
regrowth after extensive clearing of western and southern parts of the Bushland that
was carried out well before 1945.
B&W print, 9x9 in. Map 1357, Canberra area NSW, run 2, 12-3-45, 5000’, no 54.
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1992-11-07

Part of the hawthorn patch, taken on 7 November 1992, the day weeding started.
The next page shows the same area fifteen years later.

35 mm negative, Fuji HG200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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2007-11-12

An area which used to be part of the hawthorn patch.
The previous page shows the same area before weeding.

35 mm negative, Fuji 200. Photo: Colin Macdonald.
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1992-11-14

Part of the hawthorn patch before weeding.
The next page shows the same area fifteen years later.

35 mm negative, Fuji HG200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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2007-11-12

An area which used to be part of the hawthorn patch.
The previous page shows the same area before weeding.

35 mm negative, Fuji 200. Photo: Colin Macdonald.
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1992-11-14

Ralph Peters, Colin Macdonald, David Kelly, Robert Langdon, Jean Geue.
Weeding the hawthorn patch.

The largest hawthorn tree in the Bushland is at left.
With hindsight it would have been interesting to try to count growth rings in its trunk,
but the opportunity has been lost.

35 mm negative, Fuji HG200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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1993-01-02

Pam Macdonald, Jean Geue.
Removing honeysuckle from the hawthorn patch area.
Cut hawthorn in the background.

35 mm negative, Fuji HG200. Photo: Colin Macdonald.
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1995-09-11

On left: Lance Bates.
Attempt by PCS to burn cut hawthorn beside Finnerans Road on 11 September 1995.

35 mm negative, Fuji 200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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Our Patch

A number of decisions which influenced the character of the eventual book were
taken consensually early in the project. They included decisions that

The notice on page 14 shows that by 5 October 1992 Merilyn was already working
towards a photographic record of the Bushland’s flora.

• all photographs would be taken in situ in the Aranda Bushland,
• artificial backgrounds would not be used,

Late in 1992 or early in 1993 Merilyn produced a draft submission to the National
Land Care Program (NLP) requesting funding to permit FoAB to photograph about
150 of the native plant species found in the Bushland, and to publish the photographs
and other information in a book.

• only natural light would be used,
• 35 mm colour slide film would be used, and
• weeds would not be photographed.

It became apparent that grant applications by FoAB were unlikely to be successful
because FoAB was not incorporated. Moreover, with the constitution that FoAB had
at that time it may have been incapable of being incorporated. To clear the way for
funding, a meeting was held on 8 March 1993 which created an incorporatable entity
known as ‘The Aranda Bushland Documentation Project’ to photograph the flora and
publish the results. Membership of this body was open to any interested person, but
was intended to be confined to those directly involved in the work.

In 1994 a grant of $1300 was received from the Ministry of Environment, Sport and
Territories. In 1995 a grant of $2500 was received for the production of a set of
thematic maps of the Aranda Bushland, and these were duly made by Robert
Douglas. A Save the Bush grant of $10000 was received in 1995.
From about February 1996 to March 1997 frequent meetings of around five to ten
interested members were held to review the photographs and decide which of the
slides were suitable for inclusion in the book. As pressures mounted towards the end
of the project photographers’ efforts were directed increasingly to filling specific gaps
in the collection.

Subsequent discussion with PCS revealed that PCS was prepared to pay for
incorporation of FoAB provided that the resulting organisation represented the whole
Park Care group rather than a subset of its members, and that it had a constitution
devoted to wider park care objectives than had been set down for The Aranda
Bushland Documentation Project. Minor amendments were made to the Project’s
constitution to produce what is now the constitution of Friends of the Aranda
Bushland Inc, and this body was duly incorporated soon afterwards with Merilyn
Evans as Convenor, a post which she held until 1998. PCS bore the costs of
incorporation.

By February 1997 photography was almost complete. More than 1900 slides were
taken for the project, and three hundred of them were reproduced in Our Patch.
MBD Graphics P/L scanned the selected slides, and Merilyn worked closely with
MBD Graphics to create the book’s layout and typesetting. Goanna Print P/L printed
the book. To bridge a shortfall in funds to cover the printing, about 42 interest-free
loans of $100 were readily obtained from sympathetic individuals, and these were
quickly repaid from proceeds of sales of the book, which was launched on
19 December 1997.

On 31 March 1993 the newly incorporated FoAB submitted a grant application to
NLP, and in response FoAB was granted $1300 for film processing and printing costs
in 1993-94.

At the time of writing, the book Our Patch has the enviable record of having been
continuously in print and in demand for more than fifteen years.

A permit to pick plant specimens had already been granted to Peter Ormay in
December 1992, and the permit in addition authorised Caroline Balean, Edwina
Barton, Merilyn Evans and Pam and Colin Macdonald to act as collectors. In
practice, only Merilyn and Peter collected specimens and kept the associated records.
Merilyn pressed the specimens and passed them to Estelle Canning at the National
Herbarium for identification. Photography was commenced in June 1993 using film
donated by PCS, well before the fate of the grant application to NLP was known.

Merilyn Evans and June Petru meticulously mounted the pressed plant specimens
after they had been identified by Herbarium staff, producing two sets of specimens.
One set was donated to the Australian National Botanic Gardens (ANBG) where it is
now part of the Public Reference Herbarium. The other set is held by FoAB.
The three hundred slides reproduced in Our Patch were donated to the ANBG.
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1993-07-23

Merilyn Evans (with plant press), Estelle Canning, Edwina Barton, Peter Ormay,
Colin Macdonald.

Preparing to take photographs near Keir Trig for the Our Patch project.
35 mm negative, Fuji 200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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1993-08-29

Merilyn Evans (collecting specimens and keeping records), David Kelly,
Colin Macdonald.

Taking photographs at the southern edge of the Bushland for the Our Patch project.
35 mm negative, Fuji 200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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1997-12-19

Dierk von Behrens, Professor Ken Taylor, Merilyn Evans, Greg Hayes,
Robert Langdon.

The launch of Our Patch on 19 December 1997.
35 mm negative, Fuji 200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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Aranda Snow Gums
One of the notices on page 5 makes it clear that by Christmas 1990 permission had
already been sought from PCS for FoAB to weed the Snow Gums site, and a notice
on page 6 shows that FoAB’s first ever weeding session was planned to be at the
Snow Gums.
During the period from 1990 through 1997 that is covered here FoAB rarely weeded
at the Snow Gums. Indeed there may have been no more than three occasions:
• On 13 April 1991 (the session foreshadowed in the notice on page 6).
• On 25 March 1995 when shrubs and trees that were inappropriate for the area
were removed. These had been planted by the ACT government in the 1960s.
• On 18 August 1996 when St John’s wort was pulled (page 17).
The Bushland north of Finnerans Road was weeded much more often.

1994-02-22

From FoAB minutes 1993–98, page 50.
Continued on next page.
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1994-02-22

1994-11-16

Continued from previous page.
From FoAB minutes 1993–98, page 52.

From FoAB minutes 1993–98, page 74.
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1996-02-12

From FoAB minutes 1993–98, page 104.
1997-01

From FoAB minutes 1993–98, page 124.
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1995-03-25

Stephen Lemon, Bob Lemon (both from Southwell Venturer Group).
Removing inappropriate plantings at the Snow Gums on 25 March 1995.

35 mm negative, Fuji 200. Photo: Pam Macdonald.
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Frost Hollow to Forest Walk
The report on the left on page 32 shows that by February 1994 Peter Ormay was
already working towards an interpretive trail to give public access to the transitions
from frost hollow grasslands to Eucalyptus pauciflora to woodland to dry
schlerophyll forest. Jean Geue took up the cause with vigour.
Jean’s report at right shows that by 1997 people had walked the Walk, and it makes
suggestions for future development.

1997-02-19

From FoAB minutes 1993–98, page 122.
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